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Introduction
In North Carolina and Virginia’s Great Dismal Swamp, land deemed uninhabitable by the
enslaver class and the White lower classes, from the late 17th to 19th centuries thousands of
formerly enslaved African-diaspora people and their descendants created communities. Indeed,
in swampy land and forests throughout the South, enslaved people escaped temporarily, nearby,
and partially, engaging in forms of fugitivity and flight within territories of enslavement. They
hid for a few hours or days or months, they plotted to bring their loved ones along, and they even
formed permanent and semi-permanent communities of refuge. What can we learn from those
liminal spaces of flight and from those who engaged in fugitivity?
In the wake of the Black radical feminist tradition and a re-imagining of the history of
chattel slavery in literature and scholarship in the mid- to late 20th century, arose what Cedric
Robinson (2000) calls the “Black radical tradition.” Scholars such as Saidiya Hartman, Juliet
Hooker, Fred Moten, and Christina Sharpe have advanced this tradition, positioning slavery and
antiblackness in the context of global capitalism and situating North American and global
systems of “antiblackness as total climate” (Sharpe 2016, 105) within the long history of slavery.
These scholars have excavated many important ideas intrinsic to Black political activity within
the climate of antiblackness. In particular, many of these scholars take up the idea of fugitivity, a
type of resistance that takes the specific form of flight. Fugitive thought includes both thinking
about the actual fugitivity undertaken by enslaved people and fugitive theorizing, or “embracing
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the intellectual orientations arising from fugitivity, such as imagining alternate racial orders,
futures, and forms of subjectivity” (Hooker 2017b, 34).
However, fugitivity is not monolithic, either in the history of those who escaped slavery
or within fugitive theorizing. In this paper, I distinguish between several visions of fugitivity,
drawing from primary texts, historical scholarship, and contemporary Black political thought.
The first, individual fugitivity, emphasizes the extraordinary, lone fugitive fleeing all the way
North to a free state; liberty or freedom as metaphors for fugitivity; a vision of fugitivity as the
opposite of slavery; and narratives emphasizing victory and closure. The second, relational
fugitivity, emphasizes bonds or obligations and relationships to others; multi-person flight,
absenteeism, and marronage; relationality, interdependence, and coming and going as metaphors
for fugitivity; a vision of fugitivity not as the opposite of slavery but as a way to carve out space
within that oppressive system; and making a way out of no way.
In this chapter, I discuss the differences between individual and relational fugitivity and
argue that relational fugitivity can be an important, if sometimes overlooked, vision of both
historical fugitivity and fugitive theorizing. Further, I explore the possibilities for representations
of slavery in the United States that depict relational fugitivity. Through a reading of Harriet
Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and of the Great Dismal Swamp (site of several
maroon communities in the antebellum era and now home to a state park and a national wildlife
refuge), I show how entanglements of care and relation generate new possibilities for a vision of
fugitivity that seeks to escape within systems of oppression while maintaining familial and other
relational ties. I suggest that this latter concept of relational fugitivity leaves room for those who
need places and ways to escape within unjust systems but who cannot flee these systems entirely
because of bonds to loved ones who remain behind. Such formulations of fugitivity can help
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illuminate what Neil Roberts calls “the options of flight available to an agent living in
unfreedom” (Roberts 2015, 135).
Individual Fugitivity and Relational Fugitivity: Frederick Douglass and Harriet Jacobs
Much important work has been done to emphasize the value of thinking through fugitive
actions – flight itself, community-building by maroon communities (groups of formerly enslaved
people and their descendants who formed political worlds outside of plantation society), and
theorizing fugitivity as itself a kind of fugitive theory. Neil Roberts, Juliet Hooker, and others
have read slave narratives, archives, and theories by later Black thinkers to show that fugitivity
in what is now the United States operated as much more than what W.E.B. Du Bois called “the
Safety valve of Slavery” (Du Bois 1999, 13). Some of these authors have picked up on different
visions of fugitivity among slave narratives in particular. Juliet Hooker mentions the centering of
male experiences in Frederick Douglass’ account of fugitivity and that fugitivity itself may have
been more accessible to men than to women (Hooker 2017b), while Neil Roberts argues that
Douglass relies on a masculinist framework of fugitivity and freedom (Roberts 2015, 205,
footnote 117). Here, I expand on these intuitions about different themes within fugitivity and
read Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl as an example of relational fugitivity in
contrast to visions of individual fugitivity.
Individual Fugitivity
The dominant vision of fugitivity in the United States, individual fugitivity, emphasizes
extraordinary fugitivity of the individual; the lone fugitive fleeing all the way North to a free
state; liberty or freedom; fugitivity as the opposite of slavery; and narratives emphasizing victory
and closure. For example, although the Underground Railroad was in actual fact a flexible,
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relational network of connection and interdependence, as recent historical and literary rereadings have portrayed, the popular conception of the Underground Railroad goes something
like this: a series of singular individuals, like the heroine Harriet Tubman and some courageous
Whites, risked everything to ferry fugitives from slaveholding states all the way north. The
Underground Railroad in particular and fugitive slave narratives in general are conventionally
defined by the story of escape from the South to the free North (Hesse 2014, 301). Even though
fugitives might live under the shadow of the Fugitive Slave Act, the act of escape in this
depiction is one of victory and closure. A recent proliferation of novels, historical scholarship,
and documentaries has reinforced the Underground Railroad as the hegemonic slave story in the
American historical imagination. This narrative, which builds on one historian’s simplified and
partially inaccurate account of the Railroad from the late 19th century, inflates the lopsided
awareness of sacrifices made by White abolitionists in the routes of escape in proportion to those
made by Black abolitionists and reinforces an inaccurate narrative that the Railroad reached deep
into slaveholding states, bringing enslaved people from the middle and deep South all the way
north (Schulz 2016). Although this narrative is inaccurate, it is prevalent in public education in
the United States, which draws on this simplistic depiction to support narratives of exceptional
individuals, bootstrapism, and heroism as opposed to recognizing systemic injustice and
celebrating relational fugitive community-building.
One prominent depiction of individual fugitivity is Frederick Douglass’ Narrative of the
Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave. In the narrative, Douglass documents how he
had to overcome extraordinary odds. He escapes without kin accompanying him; he flees to a
free state; and he emphasizes the victory of freedom. Take, for example, Douglass’ soliloquy
where he determines that he will eventually escape (Douglass 2014, 67–68). Note Douglass’
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repeated use of the word “I,” his vision of how he will escape to the North (representing freedom
or liberty, posited to be the opposite of slavery), and his lack of a need to consider caretaking ties
to children or other relatives:1
Could I but swim! If I could fly! O, why was I born a man, of whom to make a
brute!... Why am I a slave? I will run away. I will not stand it. Get caught, or get
clear, I’ll try it. I had as well die with ague as the fever. I have only one life to
lose. I had as well be killed running as die standing. Only think of it; one hundred
miles straight north, and I am free! Try it? Yes! God helping me, I will. It cannot
be that I shall live and die a slave. I will take to the water. This very bay shall yet
bear me into freedom. The steamboats steered in a north-east course from North
Point. I will do the same; and when I get to the head of the bay, I will turn my
canoe adrift, and walk straight through Delaware into Pennsylvania. When I get
there, I shall not be required to have a pass; I can travel without being disturbed.
Let but the first opportunity offer, and, come what will, I am off.
Individual fugitivity is often masculinist fugitivity in that it can “privilege male
experience” (Hooker 2017b, 36). As Neil Roberts points out, Douglass has a view of slavery and
freedom that “would apply even if black women’s suffrage were a mainstay of Douglass’s
political advocacy” (Roberts 2015, 83).2 For example, Douglass “uses the lexicon of man/men
rather than human or woman/women, treats effeminacy as a weakness, constructs a lack of
manhood as an epistemological, physical, and spiritual deficiency, and views progress as an
effect of manhood” (Roberts 2015, 83–84). Roberts traces the way, for example, that Douglass’
depiction of his fight with the especially brutal enslaver Edward Covey changes in its retelling
from Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass to his later autobiography, My Bondage and My
Freedom. In the later telling, Douglass includes many more details about Caroline, a woman who
refuses to help Covey beat Douglass (Roberts 2015, 198–99, footnote 93); Roberts reads these
1

Douglass does not, however, exemplify one of the traits of individual fugitivity I have outlined: that of a depiction
of fugitivity as closure and a permanent, victorious escape. In fact, Douglass speaks openly of the loneliness, fear of
recapture, and isolation he experiences once he arrives in the North (Douglass 2014, 100–101). Douglass’ freedom
was precarious and he felt vulnerable even after he became a public figure, like when he refused to give away the
details of his escape from Maryland (Hooker 2017b, 33).
2
Douglass does account in a limited way for the resistance to enslavement by his female relatives, including his
mother’s nighttime visits, when she walked twelve miles each way to see him (Douglass 2014, 18).
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changes as indicative of an evolving concept of freedom in Douglass’ thought from Narrative to
Bondage. Moreover, Douglass, as a symbol of rugged individualism, may have been more
palatable than other figures to a White audience in the eyes of his abolitionist sponsors and
colleagues. To say that individual fugitivity is often a masculinist framework is not to discount
its legitimacy and its necessity for those who, like Douglass, engaged in it. However, fugitivity is
not inevitably masculinist, as the way that Harriet Jacobs writes her fugitivity can show. I argue
that relational fugitivity, a neglected theorization of fugitivity, is able to unearth and uncover
certain ways of escape and resistance that many enslaved people (including women) engaged in
as a form of finding a way out of no way. Because much of the existing literature on resistance
and fugitivity frames such practices as “a ‘safety valve’ in plantation life; that is, an individual
expression of dissatisfaction that released anger and frustration but posed no danger to the
system” (Camp 2002, 3), theories of fugitivity can include a broader range of experiences and
possibilities if they uncover the often-neglected idea of relational fugitivity.
Relational Fugitivity
In contrast to individual fugitivity, relational fugitivity emphasizes bonds or obligations
and relationships to others; multi-person flight, absenteeism, and marronage; relationality,
interdependence, and coming and going as metaphors for fugitivity; a vision of fugitivity not as
the opposite of slavery but as a way to carve out space within that oppressive system; and
making a way out of no way. I read Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl as an
alternative depiction of fugitivity; in contrast to Douglass’ story, Jacobs shows both how the
realities of enslaved women’s lives necessitated relational fugitivity and some of the generative
possibilities of such a vision of fugitivity.
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Kwame Appiah (2000, xiv) calls Jacobs’ slave narrative, although not the first in the
United States published by a woman, nevertheless “having as central a place in speaking for the
lives of women slaves as Douglass’s has in speaking for slave men.” Appiah contrasts
Douglass’s account, in which “the driving energy of the book is Douglass’s need to live not just
as a free person but as a free man” (Appiah 2000, xiv) with Jacobs’ account, which focuses on
her familial ties that bind her to stay close to her children even after her escape, only going North
after she is sure her children will, too. Jacobs herself articulates both the benefits and the
drawbacks – in a society drawn to ideas of victory and complete freedom – of relational
fugitivity. Reflecting on these drawbacks, Jacobs recounts her love story with a free-born Black
carpenter, writing heartbreakingly of her fear of attachment (Jacobs 2000, 161):
Why does the slave ever love? Why allow the tendrils of the heart to twine around
objects which may at any moment be wrenched away by the hands of violence?
When separations come by the hand of death, the pious soul can bow in
resignation, and say, ‘Not my will, but thine be done, O Lord!’ But when the
ruthless hand of man strikes the blow, regardless of the misery he causes, it is
hard to be submissive. I did not reason thus when I was a young girl. Youth will
be youth. I loved, and I indulged the hope that the dark clouds around me would
turn out a bright lining. I forgot that in the land of my birth the shadows are too
dense for light to penetrate.
And when reflecting on the dread she felt after giving birth to her second child (Jacobs
2000, 207):
When they told me my new-born babe was a girl, my heart was heavier than it
had ever been before. Slavery is terrible for men; but is far more terrible for
women. Superadded to the burden common to all, they have wrongs, and
sufferings, and mortifications peculiarly their own.
Enslaved women’s positions were especially bonded because of childbearing,
childrearing, and cruel policies of family separation. As such, enslaved women could often not as
easily escape fully North to a free state or territory if they had children too young for the journey
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or who had been moved away from their parents to another plantation labor camp. For enslaved
women, leaving for a free state, as Douglass did, often meant severing kinship ties that, for men,
were often already severed or frayed by enslavers. To say that individual fugitivity is
masculinist, then, is compatible with a critique of the system of enslavement; it is not a critique
of the individual men who participated in individual fugitivity. Individual fugitivity is
masculinist in its emphasis on the ability of enslaved men (who were often relatively untethered
compared to enslaved women). It was the system of enslavement – its gendered division of labor
and its policies of family separation – that caused inequalities in relational and kinship ties
between enslaved men and enslaved women.
And yet Jacobs also writes of the joys of these ties that bind her to the zone of
enslavement. Describing Betty, her childless aunt who urges her to be less “’chick’n hearted’”
about her children, Jacobs seems to feel sorry for her: “Good old soul! She has gone through the
world childless. She had never had little ones to clasp their arms round her neck; she had never
seen their soft eyes looking into hers; no sweet little voices had called her mother; she had never
pressed her own infants to her heart, with the feeling that even in fetters there was something to
live for. How could she realize my feelings?” (Jacobs 2000, 235) This is an example of Jacobs’
situating of her work within the literary genre of the sentimental novel (Appiah 2000, xv), a
literary style that is likely a product of Incidents’ White editor, Mary Childs (Tricomi 2007).
Nevertheless, Jacobs transformed the sentimental style through what Theo Davis (2010) calls
“excrescences” of aesthetic and domestic resistance. She also rejected the then-prevalent Cult of
True Womanhood, which centered femininity in domesticity, purity, and submissiveness, by
writing about her sexual abuse and her resistance to it (Daniels-Rauterkus 2019). Scholars such
as Patricia Hill Collins (Collins 2000, 198) have identified Jacobs’ tethers to her children as self-
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sacrificial motherhood that results in “denial of her own self-actualization” and giving up her
freedom for her children. However, this view overlooks the escape that Jacobs is ultimately able
to make and her reunion with her children, as well as the generative possibilities that tethers can
offer. Jacobs’ story shows how such tethers can facilitate rather than only hinder survival and
how relational fugitivity can offer alternative frameworks for escaping within, and not only
escaping from, systems of oppression and violence such as enslavement.
Relational fugitivity is able to uncover important elements of both historical fugitivity
and themes within Black fugitive thought. First, the bonds and obligations that relationships to
others require can keep the fugitive tethered to the world. After suffering a beating at the hands
of her owner, Jacobs recounts, “My life was spared; and I was glad for the sake of my little ones.
Had it not been for those ties to life, I should have been glad to be released by death, though I
had lived only nineteen years” (Jacobs 2000, 208). Reflecting about her hopes for escape, Jacobs
writes, “I could have made my escape alone; but it was more for my helpless children than for
myself that I longed for freedom. Though the boon would have been precious to me, above all
price, I would not have taken it at the expense of leaving them in slavery. Every trial I endured,
every sacrifice I made for their sakes, drew them closer to my heart, and gave me fresh courage
to beat back the dark waves that rolled and rolled over me in a seemingly endless night of
storms” (Jacobs 2000, 221). Her bonds to her children, while making her own escape more
difficult, also strengthen her resolve to make a way out of no way in the long term.
Second, accounting for relational fugitivity more fully captures the way that many
enslaved people – especially women – fled enslavement. That is, a small percentage of all
enslaved people successfully escaped North; many more did not attempt escape or engaged in
truancy, absenteeism, or marronage within the South. The idea that the only way to flee the
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bonds of slavery was alone, usually unencumbered by children, on a long journey to a free
territory or state is a historically incomplete depiction of how fugitivity was enacted by
generations of enslaved people, including women.
We might think, for example, of the experience of enslaved people, especially enslaved
women, engaging in truancy and absenteeism as an example of the precarity and liminal nature –
but also the sociality of tethers to others – of relational fugitivity. Stephanie Camp’s historical
research reveals the radical resistance and fugitivity of short-term fugitives, often called
“truants” or “absentees” by historians. These fugitives did not follow the individual fugitivity
model of escaping alone all the way North but rather escaped from forced labor for short periods
of time. Truants survived hunger, cold, rain, wind, and loneliness to stay away from plantation
labor camps and other enslavement sites for days, months, or even years. They hid out in nearby
swamps, woods, and other areas that White settlers deemed too wild for human habitation.
Truants escaped for social activities like Christian worship, parties, and leisure; to avoid sexual
violence; to assert control over their labor; to resist punishment; to get rest; and to visit families
or loved ones on neighboring plantations.
Many enslaved women, despite being “enmeshed in dense social relations” (Camp 2002,
3) and often with dependent children (since the processes of family separation often resulted in
female-headed households), engaged in truancy. (Men were the majority of truants but women
were truants more often than women permanently escaped.) Perhaps this was because permanent
escape was more difficult for women than for men; because women had to take care of or leave
behind children; because men often were loaned out or ran errands or received passes to visit
family members in the area and so their presence on the road was less suspect than the presence
of women outside the plantation; or because women had less knowledge of the geography
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beyond the plantation (Camp 2002). Women could thus engage in absenteeism near their
families, temporarily escaping work but able to visit their families at night – as Frederick
Douglass’s mother and Harriet Jacobs both did – or get food from other enslaved people who
were working in the fields. In doing so, they found ways to survive and even to create joy and
connection in the wake of violence. However, truancy challenges the view of fugitivity as merely
a “safety valve” (as W.E.B. DuBois put it) that allowed enslaved people to escape for a while in
order to get a little freedom without overthrowing the whole system. Rather, truancy did threaten
“planters’ sense of mastery and their security in the moneymaking purpose of their farms”
(Camp 2002, 3).
The broader community of women was also critical for the survival of other truants:
women prepared meals or shared their food with truants, thus converting their reproductive labor
into a source of resistance to the enslavers who sought to control it (Camp 2002, 8–9).3 As such,
truants and those who supported them were engaging in a kind of radical fugitive praxis – one
grounded in relational ties, interdependence, and the come-and-go nature of short-term fugitivity.
Jacobs’ experience hiding in her grandmother’s garret lies in the liminal space of truancy and
absenteeism, in an in-between state of fugitivity.
Jacobs is locked up in a garret for seven years, a literally and figuratively in-between or
interstitial space (Green-Barteet 2013) where she is confined without the freedom of movement
to fully stand up or move around, where she nevertheless successfully works to have her enslaver
move her children North and secure her own passage North soon after. In this interstitial space,
Jacobs formulates the opposite of enslavement not as freedom but as the type of fugitivity that
will allow her to remain close to her children and out of the clutches of her enslaver until her
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However, some enslaved people did refuse to help truants or even turned them in in exchange for pardons of their
own truancy.
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children can come North with her. Through her “spatial improvisation for survival” (Berlant
1997, 230), Jacobs thus demonstrates how conceptions of fugitivity as relational rather than
individual can help with the world-building projects of carving out space of resistance within
unjust systems and making a way out of no way.
Relational fugitivity, rather than telling a story of how the extraordinary individual can
escape by dint of their own physical strength and luck, leaving behind their kin and unable to
return once freedom is reached, tells a story of the precarity of escapees. Relational fugitivity
need not supplant individual fugitivity in the collective imagination or historical narrative, but by
unearthing relational fugitivity we may find new ways to think through possibilities for escaping
and fleeing injustice within systems of oppression that are impossible to fully escape. The ties to
others may prevent or hinder full escape, but they also point to innovative ways that fugitives,
including women and others with ties binding them to a place, can carve out opportunities for
escape that is often temporary, unresolved, or in the liminal space between enslavement and
“freedom.”
A Political Aesthetic of Fugitivity: The Great Dismal Swamp
The U.S. memorial landscape is dominated by monuments to individual White men and
memorials to fallen soldiers, including Confederate monuments that still preach the religion of
the Lost Cause from Southern town squares (Savage 1999), even after many of them have been
removed by protesters and city governments in the wake of antiblack violence in Charleston,
Charlottesville, Louisville, and Minneapolis. Tours of plantation labor camps in the South
ignore, romanticize, and mis-represent the history of slavery (Modlin Jr. 2008; Shields 2017).
Additionally, several “faithful slave” monuments still stand: the Heyward Shepherd Monument
in the Harpers Ferry National Historic Park (Shackel 2003); the Confederate Monument in
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Arlington National Cemetery; and the monument to enslaved Confederate soldiers in Fort Mill,
SC. Far fewer monuments honor slaves or decry the brutality of slavery. Despite the presence
and deaths of millions of slaves over more than two hundred years in what is now the United
States, the presence of slavery remains largely unrepresented in the American commemorative
landscape (with some exceptions).4 The 2003 legislation proposing a National Slave Memorial in
a prominent location in Washington, D.C. has still not created such a memorial. The opening of
the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture in 2016, the Equal
Justice Initiative’s National Memorial for Peace and Justice in 2018, and the International
African American Museum (opening in 2022) have not changed the dominance of individual
(White, male) “heroes” in the memorial landscape or the relative lack of representation of
enslaved people and the legacy of slavery in the United States. Instead, depictions of Black
suffering and Black flourishing are often relegated to art museums; literature; and the
spontaneous memorials and art such as murals that Black communities create themselves.
Moreover, with the exception of the National Museum of African American History and Culture
and the Harriet Tubman memorials, fugitivity is missing from these representations, many of
which are markers to lives lived and lost within enslavement.
What would it mean for the United States’ memorial landscape to depict the fugitivity of
enslaved people? What would it mean for such depictions to center relational fugitivity instead of
re-inscribe the myth that the story of fugitivity is one of lone fugitives escaping all the way north,
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These exceptions include a monument to Harriet Tubman in Harlem and the African Burial Ground in Lower
Manhattan, a monument to Denmark Vesey, the Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad National Historical Park in
Maryland, the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center in Ohio, the Ark of Return memorial at the United
Nations, and memorials to enslaved laborers who built the University of Virginia and Monticello. Aside from
memorials and monuments, there are multiple sites of resistance and counter-narratives around the history of slavery
in the United States. For example, as a way to resist the proposed Daughters of the Confederacy-sponsored Black
Mammy monument, Black women’s club members purchased and restored Frederick Douglass’ house (Johnson
2005).
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like on the Undergound Railroad? The Great Dismal Swamp, home to many different maroon
communities who fled enslavement and established fugitive settlements, is a site that could
depict this history, but its current depictions fall short in several ways.
Marronage in the Great Dismal Swamp
The Great Dismal Swamp is an area of swampland spanning land in eastern Virginia and
North Carolina, preserved by a National Wildlife Refuge and a North Carolina state park.
Originally home to Algonquin communities, the swamp was also inhabited by diasporic Africans
in the period from 1607-1860. The swamp was and is hostile to human habitation. Starting fires
in wet swampland, trudging through mud, risking snake bites, and braving mosquitoes were
significant difficulties that deterred White settlement. Thomas Moore’s ghost ballad “The Lake
of Dismal Swamp” describes the Great Dismal Swamp as having (Moore 1806):
tangled juniper, beds of reeds,
Through many a fen where the serpent feeds,
And man never trod before
… where the deadly vine doth weep
Its venomous tear and nightly copper-snake
These conditions made life difficult for Black people who escaped to the swamp, but they also
deterred Whites and helped support the myth that people had “never trod before,” when in fact
the Swamp was a site of several sophisticated Indigenous and African diasporic communities.
Protected by the undesirability of the land for Whites, thousands of Black fugitives began joining
Indigenous people in the Swamp in large numbers around 1680 and became the majority of
newcomers to the Swamp by around 1700 (Sayers 2014).
The Black fugitive communities in the Great Dismal Swamp were maroon communities.
Marronage was a phenomenon in which enslaved people escaped to live permanently or semipermanently in community with one another outside of slave society. It involved “the collectivity
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of individual acts of self-extrication from conditions of enslavement” (Sayers 2014, 78); “a
group of persons isolating themselves from a surrounding society in order to create a fully
autonomous community”; “a multidimensional, constant act of flight”; and “a total refusal of the
enslaved condition” (Roberts 2015, 4, 9, 13). There were hundreds of thousands of maroons in
the history of chattel slavery and the Atlantic Slave Trade who settled in Cuba, Venezuela, the
Caribbean, Jamaica, Suriname, Brazil, Haiti, Mexico, Guyana, and Kenya. Some maroon
communities were fully independent and fought off white settlers, as in Suriname (Price 2002)
and Jamaica , or helped lead revolutions, as in Haiti (Roberts 2015). Marronage in what is now
the U.S. occurred in every colony and every state. Additionally, although the Underground
Railroad did not start until the 19th century, marronage likely began as early as the first arrival of
captive Africans in North America in 1619 (Sayers 2014), and its height was probably early-mid
19th century (Lockley 2009, 129). The invasion of the extractivist lumber industry and canal
builders, combined with the end of chattel slavery, led to the eventual dissolution of the last
maroon communities in the Great Dismal Swamp in the 19th century, although some maroon
communities remained intact into the 19th century.
In his archaeological history of the maroon communities of the Great Dismal Swamp,
Daniel Sayers suggests a radically communal form of social and political structure flourished in
the Great Dismal Swamp than White society. They were autonomous from European society and
saw themselves as independent, self-sufficient communities (Lockley 2009). They had porous
borders and relationships with the outside world, including with American Indian communities,
Whites, and freed Blacks. Unlike in some other maroon communities in the Americas, these
communities do not appear to have been in a state of constant conflict with each other or the
outside world; their form of political rule was not as centered on violence as was plantation
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society; and the different maroon communities circulated materials and resources in a system
based on reciprocity rather than territorial control (Sayers 2014).
Moreover, these maroon communities had a different, more relational internal social
structure than did White society; Sayers’ excavation shows that the maroons of the Great Dismal
Swamp created societies that rejected the exploitation and alienation of capitalism and instead
embraced a “Praxis Mode of Production.” Because maroons lacked commodities such as liquor,
clay pipes, iron tools, nails, and mass-produced ceramic vessels, “there was no exchange-valuedriven market within the swamp”; rather, maroons excavated and re-used Indigenous objects
from centuries earlier and found innovative ways to make substitutes for necessary tools and
supplies (Sayers 2014, 157). For these communities’ existence over ten generations, labor was
likely communal (Grant 2016). Materials were owned not by individuals but by the community
as a whole or by kinship groups. As a result, commodity fetishization was not present in these
communities because land was not privately owned but rather shared, there was not an
unnecessary surplus of unneeded materials, and there was not a culture of worshipping
commodities or material goods (Sayers 2014, 170–71).
Maroon Fugitivity
What can the maroon settlements of fugitive Black people such as the Great Dismal
Swamp tell us about fugitivity? Sheldon Wolin’s (1994) idea of “fugitive democracy” – the
concept that democracy flourishes only periodically in revolutionary moments of natality, is
largely silent on questions of settler colonialism and racism (Aslam, McIvor, and Schlosser 2019,
32). For this reason, there is a disconnect between Wolin’s conception of fugitive democracy
(democracy as itself in flight) and Black fugitivity (Blackness and Black people in flight from
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various instantiations of White supremacy).5 However, several scholars have read the histories of
Black fugitive communities as generative of radical new ways of living together in community.
These scholars include Neil Roberts, Daniel Sayers, and Lisa Haro and Romand Coles.
First, for Roberts (2015), marronage can help us think through alternative conceptions of
freedom. He distinguishes “sociogenic marronage” from petit marronage (or individual acts of
truancy), grand marronage (mass flight from plantation labor camps), and sovereign marronage
(mass separatist societies of maroons organized around a single charismatic leader like Touissant
L’Ouverture). Roberts argues that sociogenic marronage is “the supreme ideal of freedom”
constituted by liberation, constitutionalism, and collective and individual agency (Roberts 2015,
10). However, this model is most relevant to the case of Haiti, as maroon communities in the
United States did not stage successful rebellions. Nevertheless, Roberts sees marronage as a rich
source for theories of fugitivity and new conceptions of freedom.6 Freedom as marronage thus
offers opportunities for a radical vision of politics and for living together (Aslam, McIvor, and
Schlosser 2019, 35).
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George Shulman’s discussion of Fred Moten’s disavowal of politics shows how this disconnect between Black
fugitivity and fugitive democracy is less than it might appear (Shulman 2020); Juliet Hooker argues that democratic
fugitivity and Black fugitivity can sometimes complement each other, as her discussion of Frederick Douglass
shows (Hooker 2017a); and Haro and Coles show how Black communities were themselves sources of fugitive
democracy (Haro and Coles 2019). However, Wolin’s essay ultimately describes democracy itself as the protagonist
that flees stagnation and rot, while Black fugitive traditions and thinkers describe Blackness itself (as an entity or
method) or Black fugitives themselves as the subjects of flight.
6
Is freedom really the opposite of slavery, or – in a society built on antiblackness and the labor of enslaved people,
is such freedom from oppression impossible? Roberts says that “freedom in our contemporary world not in the
permanent evasion of Leviathan, but the taming of Leviathan through these lines of flight” (Roberts 2015, 171).
However, it is unclear why it is freedom that Roberts chooses as the product of fugitivity and marronage, especially
given freedom’s lineage as a Western colonial and imperialist tool of conquest. For example, Barnor Hesse
describes the “unremitting silencing of the colonial-racial formations of Western political ideas of liberty,” arguing
that “these particular foreclosures make a virtual outlaw of black political thought” (Hesse 2014, 290) – although
certain Black fugitive reformulations of freedom are possible, “as forms of escape from the Western hegemony of
liberty” based on colonialism and racism (Hesse 2014, 302). Damien Sojoyner also argues for the incompatibility of
liberalism with fugitivity, implying that fugitivity is incompatible with a focus on liberty: “the fugitive strategy is
revealed to be both illegible and dangerous within a liberal framework” (Sojoyner 2017, 518).
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Second, Sayers (2014) articulates his fusion of marronage and radical communal political
forms through the Praxis Mode of Production. The maroons of the Great Dismal Swamp, he
argues, can help us see that “thoughtful and influential transformational social resistance is
possible and actionable” by developing “the kinds of consciousness that are necessary to truly
transform society” (Sayers 2014, 5). He sees these societies as generative of new ideas about
how to create social worlds outside of capitalism that undermine inequality and oppression.
Third, by reading Black frontline communities of the Underground Railroad (in the areas
where the U.S. North and South met), Lisa Haro and Romand Coles (2019, 646) “reconceive
sanctuary as the generative twin of fugitivity.” Together, they argue, these twin concepts
“illuminate a crucial political path for generating transformative power—especially as increased
numbers of people are displaced, targeted, and rendered precarious” (Haro and Coles 2019, 459–
60). For example, frontline communities of free Black people on the border of slave states and
free states who protected recent fugitives provided sanctuary and care, using sophisticated
networks of warnings if Whites came looking for fugitives and innovative community care and
education systems through Black churches. As such, Haro and Coles see these sanctuary
communities as a kind of fugitive democracy, inspiration for “creating better alternatives so that
we are less and less fleeing from danger and increasingly fleeing toward and into alternative
horizons and relationships with others that transform the status quo” (Haro and Coles 2019, 655).
Haro and Coles’ account of these Black communities that were built on fugitivity is a theory of
living together more democratically, “democratic theory by the light of fugitivity” (Aslam,
McIvor, and Schlosser 2019, 33).
These scholars all make the case, in one way or another, that marronage is a model for
either the fleeting moments of “fugitive democracy” that Sheldon Wolin (1994) describes as
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arising only occasionally and temporarily or the “radically democratic politics” that George
Shulman argues Black “fugitive ingenuity” can generate (Shulman 2020, 4,2).
In addition to presenting possibilities for (radical, fugitive) politics, I argue the maroon
communities of the Great Dismal Swamp – their relational economies and politics, their role as
homes for absentees with kinship ties binding them to nearby plantations – can also suggest the
generative possibility of fugitivity that is relational. This vision of fugitivity emphasizes
surviving together rather than freedom, closure, and individualism.
Stefano Harney and Fred Moten’s formulation of the “undercommons” of academia can
help illuminate how marronage is suggestive of relational fugitivity. Harney and Moten take the
example of subversive intellectuals in the university, who disappear “into the underground, the
downlow low-down maroon community of the university, into the undercommons of
enlightenment, where the work gets done, where the work gets subverted, where the revolution is
still black, still strong” (Harney and Moten 2013, 26). Oppressed workers of the university thus
form a subaltern community to which they retreat to imagine alternative worlds and engage in
“fugitive planning” (Harney and Moten 2013, 74–75):
In the undercommons of the social reproductive realm the means, which is to say
the planners, are still part of the plan. And the plan is to invent the means in a
common experiment launched from any kitchen, any back porch, any basement,
any hall, any park bench, any improvised party, every night. This ongoing
experiment with the informal, carried out by and on the means of social
reproduction, as the to come of the forms of life, is what we mean by planning;
planning in the undercommons is not an activity, not fishing or dancing or
teaching or loving, but the ceaseless experiment with the futurial presence of the
forms of life that make such activities possible.
Harney and Moten imagine a “real public, a fugitive public” that lives “where they say the state
doesn’t work… where they say there is something wrong with that street… where new policies
are to be introduced… where tougher measures are to be taken, bells are to be tightened, papers
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are to be served, neighborhoods are to be swept” (Harney and Moten 2013, 65). Such
communities are predisposed for “Hapticality, or Love” because, “Thrown together touching
against each other we were denied all sentiment, denied all the things that were supposed to
produce sentiment, family, nation, language, religion, place, home. Though forced to touch and
be touched, to sense and be sensed in that space of no space, though refused sentiment, history
and home, we feel (for) each other” (Harney and Moten 2013, 97–98). These ties, forged out of
fugitive necessity, echo the ties of reciprocity and relationality found in the maroon communities
of the Great Dismal Swamp and elsewhere. Quite distinct from individual fugitivity, the internal
dynamics of the marooned fugitive undercommons better reflect the collective, interdependent,
interstitial, and liminal nature of relational fugitivity. There is no lone individual making their
way towards the North or complete freedom; the opposite of slavery is posited not to be liberty
but rather carving out space within the system of oppression; and ties to others are foundational
for this conception of fugitivity. Thinking through maroon communities such as those of the
Great Dismal Swamp and theorizing such communities as engaging in relational fugitivity allow
us to re-imagine what escape within an all-encompassing system of injustice (such as racism or
colonialism) might look like when it is impossible to fully escape. Moreover, they open up
possibilities for a vision of sociality in flight – the life that exists in excess in the undercommons
despite every attempt to contain and violently obliterate such life and such sociality.
A Political Aesthetic of Relational Fugitivity
The Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge and the North Carolina Dismal
Swamp State Park are not obvious markers of the United States’ history of slavery. The maroon
communities who lived there for centuries (and the American Indians who inhabited it before
European and African arrivals) are depicted in park materials briefly, alongside the natural
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history, lumber industry, and birdwatching and fishing opportunities. The Great Dismal Swamp
National Wildlife Refuge gives very little information about the maroon communities that lived
there in its brochures: it briefly references that the “swamp’s history includes land deeds for
George Washington and evidence of large communities of freedom seekers, known as maroons,
that once lived deep within the swamp” (“Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge”
2019).
The welcome sign at the visitor’s entrance to the national wildlife refuge (which is
dominated by information about plant and animal life in the refuge) includes a short explanation
of the swamp’s role as a home for maroons as well as a waypoint to the North on the
Underground Railroad. The Underground Railroad Pavilion, the only exhibit or trail dedicated to
this history in the refuge, was closed when I visited, seemingly due to flooding; it was the only
trail that was closed. Similarly, the state park that takes up part of the Great Dismal Swamp on
the North Carolina Side, Dismal Swamp National Park, has some signage about “freedom
seekers” who used the swamp as a temporary refuge on the way North or a more permanent
community. In both parks, the focus is on the swamp’s ties to the Underground Railroad by
virtue of the National Park Service’s designation of a site on the National Underground Railroad
Network to Freedom in 2003. It is a striking emphasis, given that the Underground Railroad was
the route of escape for such a small percentage of fugitives (most of whom escaped within the
South or by other means, including escaping to maroon communities) and a vanishingly small
percentage of enslaved people, most of whom did not escape at all.
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Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge

What would it look like for these parks to tell a clearer story about marronage and its role
in allowing enslaved people and fugitives to carve out space within racist European settlercolonialism? And, more broadly, how can we attend to the dead and the immanence of death in a
system like slavery, especially when there are “no bones to recover” (although “the atoms of
those people who were thrown overboard are out there in the ocean even today”) (Sharpe 2016,
38, 40)? As Roberts notes, “The environment, physical and embodied, metaphysical and mythic,
is where the transformative in freedom begins. But marronage cannot occur until the slave, as the
most liminal agent in an order, confronts a submerged, abyssal history. To understand political
freedom and embark upon sustainable rather than fleeting flight, we must revisit the site of
enslavement, to the point of our entanglement in unfreedom, and ascertain the processes of
relation at that moment and thereafter in the landscape” (2015, 160, emphasis in original).
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There is power in landscape, in being present at the place where something really
happened. What if, instead of scenic nature trails and occasional informational signs giving
general histories (that focus on the Underground Railroad and escape North rather than
documenting those maroons who stayed and found ways to survive and nurture the
undercommons in the Swamp), these parks provided trails and boardwalks to specific sites of
maroon settlements? Sayers recalls trudging through the swamp, off-trail, to get to
archaeological sites of these settlements. Historical exhibits could highlight these areas and bring
visitors right to them, just as exhibits in living history museums like Jamestown and
Williamsburg do. Signage could be much more detailed and include the nuance of marronage as
well as detail the political structure and relational fugitivity of marooned people. Public art
exhibits could highlight while always also evading, reveal while also withholding, the story of
maroon communities’ undercommons sociality in flight. The Great Dismal Swamp could be a
prominent historical site documenting the astounding survival and resistance of those who
overcame incredible odds and built whole life-worlds and alternative social structures outside of
colonial society. The need for monuments and memorials that depict enslaved people and the
African diaspora in what became the United States is acute; this site could tell an often-forgotten
story that brings nuance to popular myths of subservience and acquiescence (or extraordinary,
individual escape). And its situation in the haunting space where these communities carved out
life and resistance within total violence means that the Great Dismal Swamp could be a site that
embraces a vision of relational fugitivity and acknowledges this extraordinary history. Rather
than only fishing and tree species and the temporary stopover on the Underground Railroad, this
site could evoke the ghosts of those who nourished life in the undercommons, life that leaned on
relational ties, life in excess of the system of enslavement.
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Conclusion
Through the examples of Harriet Jacobs’ slave narrative and the omissions and
possibilities of the Great Dismal Swamp’s two parks, I have illustrated both the benefits of a
view of fugitivity as relational and some of the ways that relational fugitivity can be depicted in
memorial representations. The United States’ memorial landscape still lacks sufficient
representations of the African diaspora and the history of enslavement, let alone nuanced
representations that point to ideas such as relational fugitivity. Toni Morrison noted this in 1988,
when there were even fewer public spaces dedicated to enslaved people, and pointed to her
books as memorials to enslaved people in the absence of physical memorials (Morrison 1988):
There is no place you or I can go, to think about or not think about, to summon
the presences of, or recollect the absences of slaves; nothing that reminds us of
the ones who made the journey and of those who did not make it. There is no
suitable memorial or plaque or wreath or wall or park or skyscraper lobby.
There’s no 300-foot tower. There’s no small bench by the road. There is not even
a tree scored, an initial that I can visit or you can visit in Charleston or Savannah
or New York or Providence, or better still, on the banks of the Mississippi… I just
have the hunger for a permanent place. It doesn’t have to be a huge, monumental
face cut into a mountain. It can be small, some place where you can go put your
feet up. It can be a tree. It doesn’t have to be a statue of liberty.
Within a politics that reproduces Black death as normative and Blackness as negation
what Christina Sharpe calls “the weather” of “antiblackness as total climate,” can we unearth
“what, if anything, survives this insistent Black exclusion, this ontological negation?” (2016,
105, 14). What escapes and survives is the fugitive. Depictions of fugitivity as relational might
encourage a political imagination of reciprocity, carving out space for community within
inescapable systems of oppression, remembering our bonds to others, attending to liminal and
interstitial spaces, and making a way out of no way when systems of violence and oppression
cannot be fully escaped. These lessons can be applied to injustices resulting from racial
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capitalism, migration and xenophobia, heterosexism, and colonial oppression of Indigenous
people. Relational fugitivity’s emphasis on resisting mastery and violence through alwaysincomplete flight and ties to others might lead us forward into a vision of resisting violence in
contemporary politics.
The political aesthetic of fugitivity can show up in monuments and memorials, but also in
street art, murals, urban design, and vernacular signage. These might include art and memorials
that draw on what Elizabeth Alexander calls the “black interior”: “The will to beauty, the will to
fantasy, the will to wish, the power of wish, wish translated to action, all are identified and
enacted through the power of the visual” (Alexander 2004, 11). They might include depictions
that at once show and partially withhold what Harney and Moten formulate as the “black
aesthetic,” which “turns on a dialectic of luxuriant withholding – abundance and lack push
technique over the edge of refusal so that the trouble with beauty, which is the very animation
and emanation of art, is always and everywhere troubled again and again” (Harney and Moten
48), or what Bonnie Honig, borrowing from Derrida, identifies as “sur-vivre,” or “more life” or
“overliving… that surprise extra, the gift that exceeds rightful expectations, the surplus that
exceeds causality” (Honig 2009, 10).
They might include counter-monuments such as street art and impromptu memorials to
shooting victims and victims of police violence, such as those documented by Erika Doss (2010).
They might rethink community responses to antiblackness such as Damien Sojoyner’s work
showing how Black fugitivity in Los Angeles can (in the form of dropping out of racist schools)
can enable escape from state violence (Sojoyner 2017). Such fugitive acts and countermemorials, following the tradition of fugitive enslaved people who “gained their freedom by
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committing the crime of ‘stealing themselves,’” might require “active resistance that does not fit
easily within the bounds of liberal democracy” or respectable discourse (Hooker 2016, 451, 465).
They might include memorials, monuments and museums that draw direct parallels
between institutions of racial capitalism from early American history and their modern-day
incarnations, for example depictions of plantation labor camps that have been replaced with the
modern-day slavery of prison labor – but also depictions of the fugitive escapes that enslaved
people made and are making within those institutions and in community with others. This echoes
Sharpe’s call for memorial representations to avoid representing slavery as existing firmly in the
past, “the ditto ditto fills the archives of a past that is not yet past” (Sharpe 2016, 73). The art,
scholarship, poetry, podcasts, and videos created by the collective Electric Marronage, which
explores issues of fugitivity, theft, Blackness, and futurity (Figueroa et al. 2020), certainly
reflects these parallels. Finally, they might include memorials and art exhibits depicting
absenteeism, truancy, and nearby forms of flight such as Jacobs’ experience in the garret.
How might art and memorial installments disclose or explore ideas about liminality and
interstitial space, bondedness or tethers to others, and community care within relational
fugitivity? How might such projects inspire thinking about our own bonds to others and our own
ability to resist injustice and violence through relational fugitivity? These depictions offer
possibilities for a new vision of memorializing the fugitive: they reveal the abundance of life in
marronage, in the undercommons, in the interstitial garrets, that cannot be contained. They offer
openings for a vision of the future that includes resistance to systems of violent oppression,
rather than narratives that only offer possibilities for total escape of those systems. But the life
that exists in excess in relational fugitivity may itself be fugitive: that is, it may resist
“depiction.” As Fred Moten and Stefano Harney put it, Blackness often “cuts the regulative,
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governant force of (the) understanding (and even of those understandings of blackness to
which black people are given since fugitivity escapes even the fugitive” (Harney and Moten
2013, 50). A mix of historical narration, evocative art exhibits, the use of archaeological artifacts,
and the haunting specificity of a lieu de mémoire (Nora 1989) may be necessary at a site such as
the Great Dismal Swamp, since when it comes to depicting a history of fugitivity, perhaps
memorials need to themselves be fugitive, fleeing and evading total comprehension, synthesis,
and closure. While more didactic forms might be appropriate in commemorating other histories
of violence, when it comes to commemorating those who engaged in relational fugitivity,
perhaps more counter-monumental forms, or “memorial spaces conceived to challenge the very
premises of their being” that “jar viewers from complacency” and “challenge and denaturalize
the viewers’ assumptions” (Young 1992, 271–72) are more appropriate. Moreover, these fugitive
depictions would be projects of unearthing what is already present in Black political activity and
thought past and present, rather than more straightforward public history projects of creating and
narrating an archival history. As George Shulman writes of Fred Moten’s vision of Black
fugitivity, instead of asking “’what can we do?’” such a vision of fugitivity asks from the point
of view of Blackness, “what have we already been doing by and for ourselves that we can affirm
and sustain?” (Shulman 2020, 13)
By thinking through the project of fleeing and resisting depicted in a political aesthetic of
commemoration, we might imagine how to resist and flee contemporary systems of violence and
oppression and work against them (through fugitivity and resistance) in the future. These projects
are examples of what Sharpe calls “wake work,” or “a new analytic… plotting, mapping, and
collecting the archives of the everyday of Black immanent and imminent death, and in tracking
the ways we resist, rupture, and disrupt that immanence and imminence aesthetically and
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materially” (Sharpe 2016, 13). It requires what Lisa Haro and Romand Coles (2019, 650) call
“fugitive theorizing” or what Roberts calls “intellectual marronage (le marronage intellectual)”
(Roberts 2015, 13), as well as what we might term a political aesthetic of fugitivity, and
specifically of relational fugitivity.
I have argued in this dissertation for various aspects of a political aesthetic of
commemoration that may work against future mass violence. The aesthetic of fugitivity is
another way we might open up the imagination to different futures that are free of the mass
violence of slavery, colonial violence, and genocide. By gesturing to different ways of living
such as the radical/fugitive/undercommons community structures of the maroon communities of
the Great Dismal Swamp, the interstitial and liminal ways of surviving of truants and absentees,
and the ties to others of relational fugitivity, fugitive memorials may unearth something beyond
the politics of state violence and oppression. Within the U.S.’s current politics of creeping
fascism, staggering inequality, and racism, the aesthetic of fugitivity may help uncover ideas that
are already present in the Black radical tradition and the history of Blackness in the U.S. more
generally: ideas about mourning, carving out space for joy and pleasure within conditions of
oppression (Winters 2016), making a way out of no way, and imagining other ways of living
together.
A political aesthetic of commemoration can imagine and plan for the abolition of systems
of violence and oppression – their total overthrow and replacement with more just and equitable
institutions. However, in the face of seemingly intractable systems of violence and oppression,
fugitivity can provide communities opportunities to escape within those systems, allowing them
space to survive and participate in community care. As such, a political aesthetic of fugitivity
provides new ways of thinking about how to escape within a system of injustice and violence:
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how to live within the liminal space of escape, how to escape and join others in community, and
how to find new ways of living together that resist the violence of the state and enable the
flourishing of community. This does not require an escapist fantasy and disengagement with the
ongoing struggle to resist systems of oppression and violence. Fugitives from systems of
oppression and violence can continue to use other methods of resistance and weapons of the
weak, like maroon communities that harbored rebel enslaved people and resisted local enslavers
from the outside. Sometimes escape is necessary for survival, and as such commemoration of
past violence can include narratives and depictions of fugitivity alongside narratives and
depictions of other modes of resistance, abolition, solidarity, bodily vulnerability, and other
themes. Meanwhile, the generative possibilities of relational fugitivity – its gestures toward
finding new ways of living together outside of relationships of domination, the space and time it
carves out for rest and community, its creative potential for helping us think of new ways of
living together – may open up new ways of thinking about how to resist and abolish systems of
violence and oppression in the long term.
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